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Abstract

This paper provides both logical and empirical evidence to justify the use of an

item mapping method for establishing passing scores for multiple-choice licensure and

certification examinations. After describing the item-mapping standard setting process,

the theoretical basis and rationale for this newly developed method are discussed. Also,

the practical advantages of the item mapping method are presented. Empirical evidence

supporting use of the item mapping method is provided by comparing results from four

standard setting studies for diverse licensure and certification examinations. The four cut

score studies were conducted using both the item mapping and Angoff methods. Rating

data from the four standard setting studies, using each of the two methods, were analyzed

using item by rater random effects generalizability and dependability studies to examine

which method yields higher inter-judge consistency. Results indicated that the item

mapping method produced higher inter-judge consistency and achieved greater rater-

agreement than the Angoff method. Another finding is that the item mapping method

sets consistently lower cut scores than the Angoff method. This result is consistent with

other research findings that show unrealistically high ratings from the Angoff method or

other test-centered standard setting methods that require judges to rate item by item.
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Use of the Rasch IRT Model in Standard Setting: An Item Mapping Method

Introduction

Licensure and certification examinations are developed to determine whether

candidates have adequate levels of knowledge and skills to perform competently in their

professions. One of the most difficult steps in creating these examinations is determining

a score that decides a passing level of competency. The pass/fail decision is high-stakes,

both for candidates, and for the public that is served by candidates who pass. It is vital

that the passing score reflect an appropriate standard of performance, a standard that

differentiates between candidates who are sufficiently competent, and those who have not

obtained the level of competence to be licensed. Defining and translating such a standard

into a fair and legally defensible cut score requires a systematic application of a well-

reasoned, reputable standard setting method (Berk, 1996; Mills, 1995; Norcini & Shea,

1997).

Among the standard setting methods, the Angoff (1971) procedure with various

modifications is the most widely used for multiple-choice licensure and certification

examinations (Plake, 1998). As part of the Angoff standard setting process, judges are

asked to estimate the proportion (or percentage) of minimally competent candidates

(MCCs) who will answer an item correctly. These item performance estimates are

aggregated across items and averaged across judges to yield the recommended cut score.

As noted (Chang, 1999; Kane, 1994; Impara & Plake, 1997), the adequacy of a

judgmental standard-setting method depends on whether the judges adequately

conceptualize the minimal competency of candidates, and whether judges accurately
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estimate item difficulty based on their conceptualized minimal competency. A major

criticism of the Angoff method is that judges' estimates of item difficulties for minimal

competency are more likely to be inaccurate, and sometimes inconsistent and

contradictory (Bejar, 1983; Goodwin, 1999; Mills & Melican, 1988; National Academy

of Education, 1993; Reid, 1991; Shepard, 1995; Swanson, Dillon, & Ross, 1990).

Studies found that judges are able to rank order items accurately in terms of item

difficulty, but they are not particularly accurate in estimating item performance for target

examinee groups (Impara & Plake, 1998; National Research Council, 1999; Shepard,

1995). A fundamental flaw of the Angoff method is to require judges to perform the

nearly impossible cognitive task of estimating the probability of MCCs answering each

item in the pool correctly (Berk, 1996; NAE, 1993).

An item mapping method, which applies the Rasch IRT model to the standard

setting process, has been used to remedy the cognitive deficiency in the Angoff method

(McKinley, Newman, & Wiser, 1996). The Angoff method limits judges to each

individual item while they make an immediate judgement of item performance for

MCCs. In contrast, the item mapping method presents a global picture of all items and

their difficulties in the form of a histogram chart (item map), which serves to guide and

simplify the judges' process of decision-making during the cut score study. The item

difficulties are estimated through application of the Rasch IRT model. Using the Rasch

IRT model, item difficulty and candidate ability are placed on the same scale, and the

difference between a candidate's ability and an item's difficulty determines the

probability of a correct response (Grosse & Wright, 1986). The item mapping method
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uses this feature of the Rasch model to help judges determine an ability level representing

minimal competency in terms of item difficulties.

The purpose of the present paper is to provide both logical and empirical

evidence to justify the use of the item mapping method for establishing cut scores for

licensure and certification examinations. After describing the item-mapping standard

setting process, the theoretical basis behind this newly developed method and the

rationale for using the item mapping method are discussed. In addition, the practical

advantages of the item mapping method are presented. Empirical evidence is provided

by comparing results from four standard setting studies, that were conducted using both

the item mapping and Angoff methods to set cut scores for the set of diverse licensure

and certification examinations. In addition to reporting and discussing the cut scores of

the standard setting studies, rating data from the standard setting studies were analyzed

using item by rater random effects generalizability and dependability studies to address

the following research question: Does the item mapping or Angoff method allow more

consistent item performance estimates by judges (i.e., which method yields higher inter-

judge consistency)?

The Item Mapping Standard Setting Process'

The item mapping procedure incorporates item performance in the standard

setting process by graphically presenting item difficulties. In item mapping, all the items

for a given examination are ordered in columns, with each column in the graph

The description of the item mapping method in this section is limited to procedures that are specific to the
item mapping method. General implementation procedures that are required in a standard setting process,
such as reviewing test purposes and discussing characteristics of minimally competent candidates, are also

applied to the item mapping method.
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representing a different item difficulty. The columns of items are ordered from easy to

hard on a histogram-type graph with very easy items toward the left end of the graph, and

very hard items toward the right end of the graph. Item difficulties in the unit of logits

are estimated through application of the Rasch IRT model. In order to present items on a

metric familiar to the judges, logit difficulties are converted to scaled values using the

following formula: scaled difficulty = (logit difficulty x 10) + 100. This scale usually

ranges from 70 to 130. Figure 1 provides an example of an item map. In the example,

the abscissa of the graph represents the re-scaled item difficulty. Any one colunm has

items within two points of each other (e.g., the colunm labeled "80" has items with scaled

difficulties ranging from 79 to 81). Within each column, items are displayed in order by

item-id numbers and can be identified by color and symbol-coded test content areas. By

marking item content areas of the items on the map, a representative sample of items

within each content area can be rated in the standard setting process.

Insert Figure 1 Here

The goal of item mapping is to locate a column of items on the histogram where

judges can reach consensus for the question: Does the MCC have at least a 50% chance

of answering the items correctly?

The process works as follows. After an extensive discussion of the characteristics

of MCCs, the item map histogram is presented to the standard setting committee (judges).

An easy item is first selected from the graph by the standard setting facilitator. The

judges are asked to review the item text, and independently decide whether a typical
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MCC has a 50% chance of answering the item correctly. Since the selected item is very

easy, most of judges would agree that the MCC is able to answer the item correctly, but

at a greater chance than 50%. The facilitator now selects a more difficult item and

repeats the process until a colunm of items is located where most items in the colunm

have consensus from the judges that the probability of a correct response for the MCC is

0.50. The level of difficulty under this column of items represents the cut score.

Theoretical Basis and Rationale

The Rasch IRT model provides the theoretiCal basis for the item-mapping

standard setting method. The basic premise underlying the Rasch IRT model is that

observed item responses are governed by an unobservable ability variable, 0, and item

difficulties. If a pool of items require similar skills, the probability of a candidate with an

ability level of 0 answering an item correctly can be modeled by the mathematical

function (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985):

(19-bi)
Po) _ e

1 + e
i = 1, 2, . . n

Where P1(0) is the probability that a randomly chosen candidate with ability 0 answers

item i correctly, and is an S-shaped curve with values between 0 and 1 over the

proficiency scale; b; is the ith item difficulty level; n is the number of items in the test; e is

a transcendental number whose value is 2.718....

When the assumptions underlying the Rasch model are tenable, item difficulties

and candidate abilities can be estimated and placed on the same scale through Rasch

scaling procedures. The Rasch model gives the exact probability of a correct response to
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an item, given a candidate's ability and the item difficulty. A unique feature ofthe Rasch

model is: if candidate ability equals item difficulty, then the probability of a correct

answer is 50%. If a candidate's ability is higher than the item difficulty, then he/she will

have a greater than 50% chance of answering the item correctly. If a candidate's ability

is less than the item difficulty, then he/she will have a less than 50% chance of

responding correctly to the item. By utilizing this distinguishing feature of the Rasch

model, the item mapping method enables judges to establish the passing score at the point

where the MCCs' ability level equals the item difficulty.

Researchers offered two reasons for judges being unable to accurately estimate

item performance for MCCs in test-centered standard settings (Impara & Plake, 1997).

Judges may have difficulty in conceptualizing MCCs, and judges may have difficulty in

estimating percentage correct, even for clearly defined MCCs. The methods and

strategies used in item mapping are considered effective resolutions to these problems.

Conceptualizing the minimal competency and translating the concept into an

operational definition of MCCs is typically required in setting cut scores for licensure and

certification examinations. An extensive discussion is usually involved to help judges

develop a common understanding of minimal competency (Cizek, 1996; Mills, Melican,

& Ahluwalia, 1991). Even so, to conceptualize a group of hypothetical candidates is still

considered to be a very difficult task for judges in test-centered standard settings (Impara

& Plaice, 1997). The item mapping method helps judges with the conceptualization of the

MCC by asking them to consider a real and typical MCC in a training program or class.

Then, the question for judges in item mapping is whether this real candidate has at least a

50% chance of answering an item correctly (i.e., a yes or no answer), rather than

9 8



providing an estimate of item performance for a group of MCCs. This strategy is

considered to be beneficial to the judges' thinking process, and helpful in reducing the

cognitive complexity in conceptualizing the MCC. Research reported that judges found

conceptualizing a single, typical MCC to be easier and more realistic than imagining a

group of hypothetical MCCs (Impara & Plake, 1997).

The item mapping method also helps reduce the cognitive complexity in

estimating item performance for the MCC in several ways. The ease of considering a real

and typical MCC helps judgements on the probability of the MCC answering an item

correctly. Studies show that teachers are more accurate in estimating the performance of

individual students in their class, than estimating the performance for the total group of

students collectively (Hoge & Coladarci, 1989; Impara & Plake, 1997). Also, asking

judges to consider a given probability (i.e., 50%) for the MCC answering an item

correctly (i.e., providing a yes or no answer) involves less cognitive process than having

the judges estimate the absolute probability for the MCC answering the item correctly.

The global picture of item difficulties (i.e., the item map) provides judges an

intuitive and relative standing of items in terms of item difficulties. This picture serves as

an external benchmark in guiding judges' decision-making processes. Studies found that

standard setting results were more reproducible when item performance data were

provided (Norcini, Shea, & Kanya, 1988; Swanson, Dillon, & Ross, 1990). The item

mapping method provides not only item performance data, but also a relative relationship

of items in a simple histogram. The modern theory of cognitive science indicates that for

human information-processing, visual representation is less cognitively demanding than

other modes of representation, such as symbolic and verbal (Simon, 1989). Therefore,
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the strategy of visually presenting item difficulties in a global item map simplifies the

judging process in a standard setting, and helps judges provide accurate and consistent

estimates of the MCC's item performance.

Practical Advantages

Practical feasibility is an important criterion to consider in the selection of a

standard setting method (Kane, 1995). In addition to having a strong theoretical basis,

the item mapping method benefits from a number of practical advantages.

Portrait of the Minimally Competent Candidate's Ability. Item mapping is a

graphical method of determining a minimal level of competency. A map of item

difficulties is presented to judges during the standard setting process. The unique feature

of the Rasch model, that candidates with a 50% chance of answering an item correctly

have an ability level equal to the item difficulty, enables the determination of an ability

level for the MCC from the item difficulty map. Once a column of items is identified

where the MCC has a 50% chance of answering the items correctly (i.e., the cut score

point), the standard setting process produces a complete picture of the MCC's ability in

terms of the probabilities of correctly answering any item on the item map. Figure 2

provides a probability ruler used by the item mapping method. With the probability ruler

aligned so that the 50% marker is centered over the colunm selected to be the cut, the

probabilities of a correct response for all items for the MCC can be identified. By using

these probabilities, the MCC's ability is portrayed for any position on the item map. This

complete picture of the MCC's ability is very helpful in understanding the MCC's test

1 1
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performance, and also very useful in determining whether more iteration of item ratings

is needed to adjust the final cut score during the standard setting process.

Insert Figure 2 Here

Immediate Prediction of Passing Rates. Near the end of the standard setting

study, a histogram representing the distribution of candidate performance from the entire

group of test takers is presented. A line can be drawn at the ability level represented by

the proposed cut score, yielding an immediate pass rate projection based on the cut score.

This gives judges feedback on the reasonableness of the proposed cut score, given the

distribution of candidate abilities. Figure 3 provides an example of an ability distribution

histogram. In this example, if a column of items with a scaled difficulty of 115 is

selected as the cut score, the predicted pass rate is approximately 84%.

Insert Figure 3 Here

Less Time Consuming. Another advantage of the item mapping method is that

only a representative sample of items drawn from the item pool needs to be rated by

judges, which reduces the time spent on the standard setting process. Instead of rating

each item one by one as in the Angoff method, the item mapping method allows more

time to be spent discussing those items where consensus is not easily reached. To rate

fewer items also reduces the cost of a standard setting study. Experience indicates that

for an item pool consisting of 300 items, two days are usually needed to rate all items
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using the Angoff method, whereas only one day is needed to set a cut score using item

mapping.

Consensus and More Discussion. Since the goal of a standard setting study is to

reach a final cut point, most test-centered standard setting methods take an average of

ratings when judges do not akree. Item mapping works by having consensus from the

entire committee on where the cut should be established. Because of this emphasis on

consensus, item mapping usually generates more discussion than the Angoffmethod.

One hundred percent consensus may not occur, but the discussion aimed at forcing

consensus is the process that ultimately allows the cut to be established. More discussion

serves to eliminate unnecessary variations among judges, and to maintain attention during

the cut score study.

Four Standard Setting Studies

Data Sources

Rating data are analyzed in this study from four recently conducted standard

setting studies, where both item mapping and Angoff methods were used. The cut score

studies were performed on four diverse multiple-choice professional licensure or

certification examinations. The first three standard setting studies were conducted from

August to November, 1999, and the last one was conducted in December, 2000.

Six judges participated in the first and second cut score studies, where 79 items

for the first exam and 73 items for the second exam were rated by the same judges using

both item mapping and Angoff methods. Thirteen judges participated in the third cut

score study where 43 items were rated by the same judges using both the Angoff and item
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mapping methods. For the fourth standard setting study, the same eight judges rated 53

items using both Angoff and item mapping methods.

All judges are subject matter experts in their professions. They are selected based

on two criteria, which are for geographical representation of the test taker population and

for representation of the profession.

To minimize the order effect of the standard setting methods, the item mapping

method was used first in the first two studies, while the Angoff method was used first in

the third and fourth studies.

Procedures and Data Analyses

Each of the cut score studies were conducted by an experienced test developer

and/or psychometrician for both methods, using a standard procedure established for

Assessment Systems, Inc.. All of the standard-setting studies began with an overview of

the examination program and an introduction to standard setting in general. Then, the

characteristics of MCCs were identified from an extensive discussion of the judges.

Before judges used each method to rate items, the Angoff or item mapping method was

presented to the judges and discussed in detail. For the Angoff method, judges were also

given an opportunity to practice on a sample of test items prior to proceeding with actual

ratings. For both the Angoff and item mapping methods, item statistics such as p-values

and distractor analyses were shown to the judges after their initial ratings. Based on the

item statistics and a discussion of their initial ratings with the group, judges were given

the opportunity to change their ratings.
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After each item mapping standard setting, the judges were asked to evaluate the

cut score and determine whether it met their conceptual understanding of minimal

competency. Additionally, the judges had the opportunity to express whether the

predicted pass rate from the item mapping study met their expectation of the candidate

population.

For the Angoff method, each judge's percentage rating on every item is recorded.

These percentage ratings are aggregated across items and averaged across judges to yield

the cut score for each examination.

When using the item mapping method, a value of "100" is recorded for an item if

a judge agrees that a MCC has a 50% chance of answering the item correctly, otherwise,

a "0" is recorded for the item.

To answer the question of which method yields greater inter-judge consistency,

Rater by Item (r x i) random effects generalizability and decision studies are conducted

for each of the eight sets (4 studies x 2 methods) of rating data. The magnitudes of

variances due to sampling judges and items are compared for both methods across the

four studies. The dependability coefficients from decision studies are also examined.

These statistics provide information on the degree to which the item ratings for the MCCs

are consistent across judges and across items (Brennan, 1992).

Results and Discussion

Table 1 provides estimates of the variance components from Rater by Item (r x i)

random effects generalizability studies for each of the eight rating data sets (4 studies x 2

methods). The percentage distributions of variances for inter-item, inter-rater, and rater-
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item interaction for each study across two methods are displayed in this table. For each

standard setting method, distributions of variation due to each factor of the design are

similar across the four studies. For the item mapping method, the variances due to items

accounts for approximately 80% of the total variance across the four studies, whereas it

only ranges from 40% to 50% for the Angoff method. While the variability due to raters

accounts for a small amount of the total variance in both methods, a relatively larger

percentage was found for the Angoff method (1.4% to 5%), as compared to the item

mapping method (0% to 0.2%). Relatively larger proportions of variances are found due

to the interaction between rater and item for the Angoff method (45% to 56%) than the

item mapping method (16% to 21%). Given the single-faceted design of the analyses,

this variance component is confounded with both measurement error and differential

rating of items across raters. For the item mapping method, these results reveal that the

variation due to item sampling dominates the total variance, while the variation due to

sampling raters accounts for a negligible amount of the total variation. For the Angoff

method, the variation due to measurement errors and differential rating of items across

raters accounts for a large proportion of the total variance. The variation due to rater

sampling accounts for a small amount of the total variance for the Angoff method, but

still a larger amount than found for the item mapping method. These results indicate that

judges provide more consistent ratings in the item mapping method than the Angoff

method. So, the inter-judge consistency is higher in the item mapping method than in the

Angoff method.
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Insert Table 1 Here

Table 2 shows the dependability coefficients from Rater by Item (r x i) random

effects dependability studies for the eight sets of rating data. The dependability

coefficients yield information on the average consensus among judges in their item

ratings; thus, serve as an index of rater agreement (Brennan, 1992; Brennan &

Lockwood, 1980; Hurtz & Hertz, 1999). Results reveal that across the four studies,

judges reach higher agreement in the item mapping method than in the Angoff method.

All ratings from the item mapping method reach rater agreement higher than .95, whereas

the rater agreements for the Angoff method range from .796 to .922. The degree of

difference in rater agreement between the two methods varies from study to study. The

second study shows the largest difference (.796 vs. .958), and the third study has the

closest rater agreement (.922 vs. .985). The rater agreement index provides additional

information on inter-judge consistency. Consistent with the findings from the variance

components, the judges provide more consistent estimates of item performance using the

item mapping method than the Angoff method.

Insert Table 2 Here

Table 3 provides the cut scores established by each method for each examination.

The cut scores are reported in three scales: the number of items (raw cut score); the

number of items in terms of percentage of the total items; and the converted item
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difficulty scale used on the item map. It is noted that the item mapping method sets a

lower cut score than the Angoff method. This is a consistent result for all four

examinations. The magnitudes of the cut score differences vary from study to study,

ranging from a difference of 9% to 19% in terms of the percentage of total items.

Insert Table 3 Here

Following the determination of the cut score in each of the item-mapping standard

setting studies, judges were asked whether the cut score met their conceptual

understanding of minimal competency. The majority of judges thought the cut scores

were realistic, and met their conceptual understanding of the passing standard. From

experience and observation using the Angoff method, results show that judges normally

give item ratings between 70% and 80%; for easier items, ratings may rise to 90% or

95%, and for harder items, ratings may decrease to 50% or 60%. It rarely occurs that

item ratings go below 50%. These rating ranges occurred not only in the standard

settings reported in this study, but also in all other standard settings conducted by

Assessment Systems, Inc. for licensure and certification examinations. As a result,

Angoff cut scores are typically set between 70% and 80%. However, when the item

mapping method is used, judges are more likely to be comfortable rating a certain

number of difficult items, which a MCC has less than a 50% chance of answering

correctly. Once a cut score is determined and the picture of the MCC's ability is

portrayed, it appears that judges are comfortable with their relatively low ratings, since

the final cut meets their conceptual understanding of minimal competency. The item
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mapping method does broaden the range of cut scores relative to the Angoff method. If a

broad range of cut scores exists in realty, then the accuracy (or validity) of the Angoff

method would be in question. Research (Klein, 1984) has shown, that judges using the

Angoff method based their performance estimates on average or above average

candidates, rather than the MCC, resulting in ratings being unrealistically high. Also,

overestimates of item performance for target candidate populations have been found in

studies using the Angoff or other test-centered standard setting methods that require

judges to conduct a similar task of rating item by item (Goodwin, 1999; Plake, 1998).

Summary and Conclusions

Licensure and certification testing provides a dual service. For the practitioners, it

can provide employment opportunities. For the public, it ensures a certain level of safety.

Neither service can be adequately provided without setting a justifiable and valid passing

score. In current practice, the Angoff method is the most commonly used standard

setting method (Kane, 1995; Plake 1998). Given the criticism of cognitive difficulty and

inaccurate item performance ratings in the Angoff method, this paper advocates the use

of the item mapping method for setting cut scores. Both logical and empirical evidence is

provide0 to give legitimacy and support for the item mapping method.

The item mapping method uses the Rasch IRT model as a basis for standard

setting. As part of the item-mapping standard setting process, judges are provided a

histogram chart of items representing item difficulties, which are determined through

application of the Rasch IRT model. The passing score is the difficulty/ability point on

the chart where MCCs have a 50% chance of answering the items correctly. By requiring
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judges to determine the ability level representing minimal competency in terms of item

difficulties, the item mapping method minimizes judges' problems in accurately

predicting item performance for MCCs.

Researchers found problems confronting judges in test-centered standard setting

methods. One problem is conceptualizing a group of MCCs. Another problem is

estimating item performance for the group of MCCs (Impara & Plake, 1997). The Item

mapping method offers resolutions to these difficulties by reducing the cognitive

complexity of the judges' decision-making processes. Asking judges to think of a real

and typical MCC in a training program or class helps judges conceptualize the MCC, and

simplifies the judges' thinking processes in determining the probability of an MCC

answering an item correctly. Providing only a yes or no answer to the question, "Does

the MCC have at least a 50% chance of answering an item correctly?", in item mapping

is considered an easier task than estimating an absolute probability of a correct response

in the Angoff method. The most important and unique feature of the item mapping

method is that a global picture of item difficulties is presented to judges during the

standard setting process. Visually presenting item difficulties on a global item map is an

effective resolution alleviating the problem of judges being unable to provide accurate

and consistent estimates of MCCs' item performance.

The item mapping method is appropriate for large-scale licensure and certification

examination programs, where one single passing score is typically needed to make a

high-stakes pass/fail decision. Given that multiple equivalent test forms are needed for

such examinations to ensure test security, item mapping is applicable because of the

resulting large number of test items used in setting cut scores. Since item mapping
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reduces the time required for cut score studies, the method is beneficial when hundreds of

items is used for a single cut score study. In addition, a relatively large number of test

responses are usually collected from such examinations, allowing use of the Rasch IRT

model, which subsequently provides data for creation of item maps. Even though the

Angoff method with various modifications is the most prevalent standard setting method

for such cut score studies, users and judges think that rating item by item is very time

consuming and that rating fatigue may also be a concern in a long Angoff standard

setting process.

The generation of a complete picture of the MCC's ability in terms of the

probabilities of answering any item on the item map correctly, is a practical advantage of

the item mapping method after the cut score is determined. This complete picture of the

MCC's ability is very helpful in understanding the MCC's test performance, and in

determining whether an initial cut score meets the judges' conceptual understanding of

minimal competency. Sometimes, more iteration of item ratings may be needed to adjust

the initial cut. A unique advantage given by examinee-centered standard setting methods

is to provide an overall view of examinee performance. Although the item-mapping

method appears to be a test-centered method, it also enjoys the advantage of providing

judges with a global view of test performance, while allowing judges to work on detailed

item-by-item determinations. This informative feature potentially enables the item

mapping method to be more accurate than other test-centered approaches, such as the

Angoff method, which only rely on item level judgments.

Another distinct advantage of the item mapping method is that the standard

setting process aims at forcing consensus by generating extensive discussion among
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judges, instead of taking an average of ratings like most test-centered standard setting

methods. Other practical advantages of the item mapping method include savings on

time, cost efficiency, and immediate feedback on the prediction of pass rates.

By analyzing data from four standard setting studies for a diverse set of

professional licensure and certification examinations, this study also provides empirical

evidence for better decision consistency and more justifiable results from the item

mapping method than from the Angoff method. Statistical analyses of rating data from

the four standard setting studies indicate that the item mapping method achieves higher

rater agreement than the Angoff method. By examining the percentage distributions of

the variance components from Rater by Item generalizability studies and the

dependability coefficients from Rater by Item dependability studies, this study finds that

the item mapping method allows for higher inter-judge consistency than the Angoff

method.

Another finding of this study is that the item mapping method sets consistently

lower cut scores than the Angoff method. Once a cut score is determined and the picture

of the MCC's ability is portrayed, judges are comfortable with their relatively low ratings

from the item mapping, because the final cut meets their conceptual understanding of

minimal competency. This also enables the item mapping method to broaden the range

of cut scores relative to the Angoff method. This is consistent with other research

findings (Goodwin, 1999; Klein, 1984; Plake, 1998), that unrealistically high ratings may

be obtained from the Angoff method, or other test-centered standard setting methods that

require judges to rate item by item. Lack of an overall picture of item performance may
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have contributed to less rating consistency and overestimation of item performance for

the MCCs in the Angoff method.

As with any standard setting method, the item mapping method has its limitations.

The use of this method requires previous statistical analysis of test data. All items and

candidate abilities have to be estimated using the Rasch IRT model prior to the standard

setting study. Also, the item mapping method requires more extensive preparation than

the Angoff method (i.e., to generate the item map).

Researchers have recommended the use of an alternative version of the Angoff

method which is a better choice than the traditional approach (Impara & Plake, 1997).

Unlike the traditional Angoff method, the alternative approach asks judges simply to

indicate whether a MCC will be able to answer each item correctly (yes/no method). The

judgmental thinking used in this method is closer to the item mapping method than the

traditional version of the Angoff method. To better recognize and appreciate the distinct

advantages of the item mapping method, more research should be conducted to compare

this yes/no version of the Angoff method with the item mapping method.
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Table 1

Percentage Distributions of Variance Estimates for Item x Judge G-Studies

Pt study
6 judges & 73 items

2nd study
6 judges & 79 items

3'd study
13 judges & 43 items

4th study
8 judges and 53 items

Angoff
Item
Map Angoff

Item
Map Angoff

Item
Map

Item
Angoff Map

ITEM 49.6 81.9 39.5 79.1 47.6 83.5 50.2 79.0

JUDGE 4.5 0.2 4.9 0.1 1.4 0.1 4.9 0.0

ITEM
x

JUDGES
45.9 17.9 55.7 20.7 51.0 16.3 44.9 21.0

3 4
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Table 2

Dependability Coefficients (Rater Agreement) for Item x Judge D-Studies

1st study
6 judges & 73 items

2nd study
6 judges & 79 items

3rd study
13 judges & 43 items

4th study
8 judges and 53 items

Item
Angoff Map

Item
Angoff Map

Item
Angoff Map

Item
Angoff Map

(I)
0.856 0.964 0.796 0.958 0.922 0.985 0.890 0.968
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Table 3

Raw Cut Scores and the Logit Cuts Established by Each Standard Setting Method

l't study
6 judges & 73 items

2nd study
6 judges & 79 items

3"I study
13 judges & 43 items

4th study
8 judges and 53 items

Item
Angoff Map

Item
Angoff Map

Item
Angoff Map

Item
Angoff Map

Raw Cut
Score
(%)*

49 36
(67%) (49%)

53 38
(67%) (48%)

29 22
(68%) (51%)

43 38
(81%) (72%)

Scaled
Logit
Cut

109 101 110 101 111 101 118 108

* A number in parenthesis represents the number of items in percentage.
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